OneCutter

Yvette Humbert, Leander, TX

Flowers Tutorial

Pink Flower

Roll your sugar paste thin and cut 5 circles
with the round cutter

Pinch one edge of the circle to
make your first petal. Repeat on
remaining petals.

Yellow Mum

Make a small ball of sugar paste
and flatten it to a disc. Glue the
five petals on the disc, overlapping
slightly. Make the center of the
flower with a different color by
making a tiny ball and flatten to a disc.

Cut a circles, then cut small petals on the edge of the circle.
Repeat as needed. You can fill the flower with as many or as
few petals as you wish. Use fewer bigger petals in white with
yellow centers for daysies.

Make a disc with a small ball of sugar paste. Glue the petals
to the disc with a bit of water.

Keep adding petals until you are pleased with the result..

When you are satisfied with the look of your flower, add the
flower center.
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Orange Flower

Cut a circle (you can use a larger round cutter for this), then
cut into a triangle.

Curl 2 sides of the triangle, using the end of your water brush,
or a toothpick.

Pinch slightly the tip of the petal. Pinch the bottom of the
petal, rolling it between your fingers to for a stem. Make
6 petals

Cut the stem if too long. Glue the petals to a small disc of
sugar paste. Glue a flower center

Yellow Rose

Cut a strip of rolled yellow sugar paste
(here approximately 1.5" x 6") and fold
it in two, making sure not to flatten the
fold. Trim one end to about 1/2"

Start rolling from the narrow side. Rolling more loosely as you go. The more loosely
your roll, the more open your rose will be.

Calla Lily

Cut a circle of white sugar paste. Slightly
pinch one side of the circle to give it a
slight tip.
(Continued on next page)

Make the center of the Calla Lily with
green or yellow sugar paste. Roll a
small amount of sugar paste into a
small log, thinner at one end.

Wrap the white circle around the green
center, with the tip on top. Secure with a
bit of water.
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One Cutter Flowers Tutorial
(Continued from previous page)

Flower Centers

Leaf

The center of all flowers are made the same
way. Take a small ball of sugar paste and
press it into a small disc. With the edge of
the mini palette knife or the blunt edge of
the craft knife, press a grid design.

Cut a disc of sugar paste and cut it
in half.

Trim each half into a triangle.

Slightly fold 2 sides of the triangle then
bring each side to the center.

Slightly pinch the top of the leaf to
give it a point. Pinch the bottom
of the leaf and roll it between your
fingers to give it a small stem.

Supplies:
• 1 cake board (if doing a
plaque) here a 8x8
• 1 round cutter (here a 1.5")
• Assorted colored fondant
(here I used Fondarific),
you can also use modeling
chocolate or gumpaste
• Craft knife
• small brush and water
• Mini palette knife
These flowers can be done
in any size needed, and are
beautiful on a cake.
As you practice, the thinner
you roll your sugar paste or
modeling chocolate, the
better it will look.

The final framed bouquet.
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Sweetpea

Cut a disc of white and a disc of blue.
Here, I cute the blue disc a little bigger.
Fold the white (smaller) disc in two. Do
not flatten the fold.

Frame

Fold the blue (bigger) disc in two and
place the white folded disc inside,
with the folded edge facing out.
Secure with a bit of water. Pleasingly
arrange your flowers on the board.

Finish your board with a frame of your
choice. Here, I used an oval frame from
Amazing Cake Artistry, cut it in two and
straighten it before applying it to my board.
Finish your board with a frame of your
choice. Here, I used an oval frame from
Amazing Cake Artistry, cut it in two and
straighten it before applying it to my board.
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